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Industrial automation technologies are envisioned as multi-device systems that are constantly
interacting with one another and with enterprise systems. In these industrial systems, the
industrial internet of things (IIoT) significantly improves system efficiency, scalability, ease
of control, and monitoring. These benefits have been achieved at the cost of greater security
risks, thus making the system vulnerable to cyberattacks. Historically, industrial networks and
systems lacked security features like authentication and encryption due to intended isolation
over the Internet. Lately, remote access to these IIoT systems has made an attempt of holistic
security alarmingly critical. In this research paper, a threat modeling framework for smart
cyber–physical system (CPS) is proposed to get insight of the potential security risks. To carry
out this research, the smart firefighting use case based on the MITRE ATT&CK matrix was
investigated. The matrix analysis provided structure for attacks detection and mitigation, while
system requirement collection (SRC) was applied to gather generic assets’ information related
to hardware, software and network. With the help of SRC and MITRE ATT&CK, a threat list for
the smart firefighting system was generated. Conclusively, the generated threat list was mapped
on the national institute of standards and technology (NIST) security and privacy controls. The
results show that these mapped controls can be well-utilized for protection and mitigation of
threats in smart firefighting system. In future, critical cyber–physical systems can be modeled
upon use case specific threats and can be secured by utilizing the presented framework.

. Introduction

Cyber–Physical System (CPS) is an integral part of smart industrial systems like smart grids [1], smart homes [2], smart
actories [3], smart cities [4] and many more. CPS is a group of networked systems that can monitor and manage IoT operations
nd real-world devices [5]. CPS can assess their cyber–physical adapt by using basic components such as sensors, aggregators, and
ctuators, as they enable them to control and affect the physical world. CPS is capable of utilizing real-time computing to adjust
he run-time of systems’ processes, as well as their flexibility. Indeed, CPS is found in a wide range of systems as shown in Fig. 1,
ncluding power transmission, communication, agricultural, environmental, and military systems. CPS combines computation with
hysical components to produce behaviors that are represented in the system’s cyber and physical components. Sensors play a critical
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Fig. 1. Contemporary CPS classification [9].

role in the efficiency of these systems [6] as they generate large amount of complex data. The sensor data is analyzed by CPS and
utilized for remedial actions [7]. The Internet of things (IoT) exposes significant flaws in existing CPS, encountered due to lack of
security-by-design notion in sensors and network devices. IoT depicts plenty of new issues and challenges that require an integrated
approach to security and privacy than the conventional information systems [8].

Despite numerous advantages, CPS is vulnerable to a range of physical and cyber security threats, attacks, and constraints [10].
The sensitivity of the system is a result of its diverse structure, reliance on private and sensitive data, and extensive implementation.
Consequently, even little system intrusions can have a significant impact on the functioning of security controls [9]. Notably, non-
strategic actions could result in an excessively large network overhead, especially in terms of latency. In light of this, frequent
upgrades for operating systems and software programs, vulnerability patching and custom configurations should be implemented
to minimize/mitigate zero-day vulnerabilities [11].

The rapid adoption of IoT devices has resulted in a significant rise in security concerns [12]. Due to crucial security-by-design
flaws in IoT devices, hackers can easily gain control and use them for malicious purposes, compromising their availability and data
transmission [13]. According to a report, total active connections of IoT are expected to reach 30.9 billion worldwide from 2010
to 2025 [14]. According to the 2021 Unit 42 IoT threat report, a study conducted on 1.2 million IoT devices suggests that 57% of
them are susceptible to assaults of medium or high intensity, and 41% of attacks make use of hardware flaws when these devices are
connected to the internet [15]. Moreover, according to Kaspersky’s research report, in the first half of 2021, 1.5 billion cyberattacks
on IoT devices have been documented [16]. In order to effectively minimize the possible risks, threats, and assaults to IoT devices
prior to deployment in a real-time environment, it is essential to identify these attacks throughout the design phase.

Due to their frequent reliance on IoT technologies and associated networks for operation, smart cyber–physical systems (CPS)
are increasingly becoming the target of cyberattacks. Previously, upstream security predicted that there will be 6.3 million reported
cyberattacks against autonomous cars in 2020, with a 99 percent increase from 2019 [17]. A report by ABI research claimed
that the global smart cities market was expected to reach $158 billion by 2022, with security being a key concern for smart city
stakeholders [18]. According to Irdeto, 82% of smart healthcare organizations have experienced a cyber attack on their IoT devices,
and 30% of those attacks resulted in compromised end-user data [19]. Another report by the department of energy found that
the potential cost of a successful cyber attack on the U.S. power grid could reach $1 trillion [20]. A survey by Accenture claimed
that over the previous three years, the cost of global cybercrimes to enterprises had escalated by 50%, with the average cost of a
cyberattack expected to be $13 million by 2020 [21]. Overall, the cyberattacks on smart CPS are a growing threat that organizations
need to take seriously. It is essential to implement robust cybersecurity measures, including access controls, encryption, and intrusion
detection systems, to mitigate the risk of cyberattacks on smart CPS.

The COVID-19 pandemic has enhanced remote access to industrial control systems, expanding the attack surface for cybercrimi-
nals. There was a 30% rise in remote access to industrial control systems during the COVID-19 pandemic, according to a report by the
industrial control systems cyber emergency response team (ICS-CERT). According to a report by the FBI, the number of cyber attacks
2
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on critical infrastructure increased by 50% during the COVID-19 pandemic [22]. The use case of this research is smart firefighting
CPS [23] where most of the data is collected remotely. Smart firefighting CPS relies on a variety of interconnected components
and systems, such as sensors, actuators, and control systems, which interact with one another and with central command centers
across networks. Any cyberattack on these systems could jeopardize their functionality, posing a risk of fatalities, resources’ loss,
and interference with emergency response operations. Moreover, smart firefighting CPS frequently manage private and sensitive
information, like building plans, occupancy information, and important infrastructure details. A successful cyber attack on these
systems could lead to the theft or exposure of this data, which could be used for nefarious purposes such as planning terrorist
attacks or other criminal activities. Furthermore, smart firefighting CPS often rely on other critical infrastructure systems, such
as power grids and communication networks. A cyber attack on these systems would cause cascading failures that could further
compromise the safety and effectiveness of smart firefighting CPS.

A threat model identifies possible system flaws that an attacker could exploit to gain access to the system. A technique for
dentifying threats during the early stages of the system design process is known as threat modeling, which can easily prevent the
ssues as discussed earlier [24]. It also assists in the implementation of effective security measures in response to detected threats,
hereby assisting in threat mitigation. In this research work, a cyber security framework is proposed that maps threats of MITRE
TT&CK Matrix [25] related to smart firefighting CPS on NIST security and privacy controls [26]. Security requirement collection

SRC) is designed to gather detailed information of CPS under consideration. SRC provides information about the security goals,
ndpoint hardware identification, sensor data communication, asset identification, and network communication assets used in the
PS of smart firefighting. This study used MITRE ATT&CK Matrix and SRC to generate the possible threat list of smart firefighting
ystems. Next, it utilized the project of the center of threat-informed defense (CTID) [27] to map the threats list on NIST security
nd privacy control requirements.

The allocation of functions between cyber and physical components can vary in different firefighting CPS. In some systems, the
mphasis may be on the physical components, with the cyber components playing a supporting role, while in others, the cyber
omponents may be more central. For example, some firefighting CPS may use physical sensors and devices to detect and respond
o fire, with the cyber components serving to monitor and control these devices remotely. In such systems, the emphasis is on the
hysical components, and the cyber components serve to enhance the physical capabilities. In contrast, other firefighting CPS may
ay a greater emphasis on cyber components, such as predictive modeling and artificial intelligence, to identify and predict fire
pread before it happens. In these systems, the physical components may serve to confirm and respond to the predictions made by
he cyber components. Overall, the allocation of functions between cyber and physical components in firefighting CPS depends on
arious factors, including the specific application, the available technology, and the desired level of automation and control. It is
mportant for the designers and users of firefighting CPS to carefully consider these factors and balance the roles of the cyber and
hysical components to achieve the desired outcomes [28]. The proposed model threat list also vary according to the technology
eing used in smart firefighting system. In this research, generic smart firefighting CPS includes all technologies and applications
s described in Section 3. Major contributions of this research are :

1. Addressing the mitigation tactics and techniques of MITRE ATT&CK.
2. Providing a system requirement collection (SRC) mechanism to gather detailed asset information of any CPS.
3. Generating threat list for CPS under observation, with the help of MITRE ATT&CK and SRC.
4. Mapping threats related to smart firefighting system on NIST security and privacy controls.
5. Providing threat mitigation using NIST security and privacy controls.

The rest of the sections of this research paper are arranged as follows. Section 2 describes the literature survey of various existing
hreat modeling frameworks. Section 3 represents the system model of smart firefighting CPS. Section 4 discusses the proposed
ethodology for threat modeling based on the MITRE ATT&CK matrix and NIST security and privacy controls. Section 5 elaborates

n the results of the proposed methodology and compares them to previous results. Finally, in Section 6, the paper concludes the
esearch work and provides future directions for further research in this area. Overall, the paper presents a comprehensive approach
o threat modeling in smart firefighting CPS, which can be useful for designers and developers of such systems to improve their
ecurity and resilience.

. Literature survey

The CIA triad, or confidentiality, integrity, and availability, is a model to impose information security policies within an
rganization [29]. Threat modeling is a methodology that identifies possible threats during the early phases of system design process,
IA and operations, executed by the organization [30]. Many threat modeling existing techniques like STRIDE, PASTA, etc. are
ummarized in [31], that experts, researchers, and professionals utilize to assess threats to systems, processes, and even human
esources. The possible ways that an attacker may breach a system are determined using a threat modeling technique. Various
itigation solutions are put out to protect underlying systems from the detected vulnerabilities and related identified threats.

Smart cyber–physical systems (CPS) face a range of threats and exploits that can compromise their security and functionality.
he Stuxnet worm is among the most well-known instances of a cyberattack on a CPS. The worm was specially developed to
ttack the programmable logic controllers (PLCs) used in an Iranian nuclear plant and caused physical damage to the centrifuges
mployed in the facility. Stuxnet took advantage of a number of flaws in the facility’s Windows operating system and Siemens
ontrol software [32]. Another illustration of a cyberattack on CPS is the Mirai botnet. In 2016, Mirai launched a distributed denial-
3

f-service (DDoS) attack against the DNS provider Dyn using compromised Internet of things (IoT) gadgets like home routers and
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surveillance cameras. Several websites’ activities were interfered with and there were widespread internet outages as a result of the
attack [33]. Triton is a form of virus that attacks the safety systems used in industrial control systems (ICS). The malware, found in
2017, was used to assault a Saudi Arabian petrochemical company. Triton was built to interfere with the facility’s safety systems,
which resulted in a disastrous failure [34].

The BlueKeep vulnerability is a critical vulnerability in the remote desktop protocol (RDP), used in Windows operating systems.
remote code execution vulnerability, found in 2019, can let an attacker take control of a vulnerable system without human

ntervention. This flaw provides an access to a CPS, where an attacker could use it to take over control and harm the resources [35].
he SolarWinds supply chain attack is another recent example of a sophisticated cyber-attack that affected several organizations
orldwide. The SolarWinds orion programme, used to manage IT infrastructure, was the focus of the attack. Injecting malware

nto the program allowed the attackers to access systems and sensitive data. Despite the fact that this attack did not particularly
arget a CPS, it shows how crucial it is to secure the supply chain for the hardware and software parts of CPS [36]. In 2017, the
otPetya ransomware attack, having its origins in Ukraine, spread globally and impacted numerous companies. The attack took
se of loopholes in the Windows operating system and deployed a Petya ransomware version. For a number of businesses and
rganizations, including those in the shipping, pharmaceutical, and logistics sectors, NotPetya resulted in major disruptions and
onetary losses [37].

Dragonfly 2.0 was a cyber-espionage campaign that targeted several energy companies worldwide between 2015 and 2018. The
ttackers gained access to the ICS utilized by these businesses using spear-phishing and other methods, gathering private data about
nfrastructure and operations [38]. Malware known as Trisis especially targeted the Triconex safety instrumented system (SIS) used
n the oil and gas sector and other ICS safety systems. This malware was also used against a Saudi Arabian petrochemical facility
ith an intention to manipulate the facility’s safety systems and had the potential to cause a catastrophic disaster [39]. The Wi-Fi
rotected access II (WPA2) protocol, which is used to secure Wi-Fi networks, has a significant vulnerability, found in 2017, called
RACK. An attacker might be able to intercept and decrypt Wi-Fi traffic using this vulnerability. This could enable an attacker to

ntercept and alter data sent between the various parts of the system in a CPS that uses Wi-Fi for communication [40].
These examples demonstrate the wide variety of dangers and weaknesses that smart CPS must constantly monitor and mitigate.

o secure the CPS from cyberattacks, enterprises must put strong security measures in place, including network segmentation, access
ontrol, and routine patching.

Wang et al. [41] investigated dangers and enhanced data security of smart city systems, and presented a strategy of threat
odeling. This method takes both technical and commercial activities into account. This method first identified hundreds of elements

rom system design, networks, operating systems, database schemas, encryption methods, security policies, business processes,
nd corporate data to assess vulnerabilities to smart city systems. Later, the suggested technique was applied by the Hardware,
ntelligence, Software, Policies, and Operation (HiSPO) approach to determine threat factors based on the chosen attributes. The
alculated threat factors were thoroughly assessed and mitigation strategies were provided to boost the system’s overall security.

Khan et al. [42] provided thorough threat modeling structure for cyber–physical systems based on STRIDE (CPS). This CPS
tilized technology that could react in real-time environment, by integrating the physical and digital worlds. The study’s main
ontribution was defining a systematic technique that could be used to the STRIDE approach’s successful characteristic modeling-
pecific threats. Threat modeling against an actual lab-based synchronous islanding testbed, such as a smart grid CPS system, was
sed for analysis. In this research, STRIDE risks to system components were mapped using data flow diagrams (DFD) (comprised
f entity, data flow, data store, and process). The STRIDE technique, at the component level, was utilized to increase the system’s
ffectiveness. The output of STRIDE was fed to risk analysis processes to establish the most critical threats and mitigation measures.

Marksteiner et al. [43] developed an approach tailored for smart grids that integrated risk assessment and threat modeling
o produce a comprehensive list of security criteria. A smart grid massively interconnects ICT-enhanced sensors and actuators for
he distribution of electricity from producers to consumers. This inter-connectivity exposes the grid to several threats. A threat
odeling method was utilized in this study to protect the low-voltage smart grid architecture by taking into account vulnerabilities

t the architectural, protocol, and device levels. Following a risk assessment, mitigating strategies were put up to boost the low-
oltage smart grid system’s security. Various threat modeling techniques such as DFD based STRIDE and cyber-attack scenarios were
ncorporated to achieve the desired goal.

Kavallieratos et al. [44] undertook an investigation of the threats to the smart home ecosystem, where the distribution of IoT
evices expanded the attack surface. Potential threats that target both the physical elements of a smart home environment and the
ata flows between them were found and examined using the STRIDE threat analysis approach. In order to effectively assess risks,
he STRIDE-identified features were employed in the topology generator for smart home networks, and the malware propagation
raph-based model. The findings were useful in studying the connections between states that are changing dynamically as well as
he spread of malware infections in the ecosystem of smart homes.

In 2020, Abbas et al. [45] proposed a threat modeling strategy to evaluate and counteract botnet assaults on a smart home
ystem. IoT devices were used in smart home systems, which broadens the attack surface for criminals. Attackers seized control
f IoT devices and employed them in hostile operations like assaults using botnets. By creating data flow diagrams (DFD) and
rocess flow diagrams (PFD), the suggested method was able to identify the development-level and application-level dangers in the
mart home system (SHS). After botnet attack risks were discovered, mitigation strategies were incorporated to reduce the usage of
nnecessary services, implementing implicit jailbreak, embedding firewall rules for auditing, encryption of traffic along with other
elevant countermeasures.

Cho et al. [46] proposed a threat modeling technique for smart greenhouse to identify attacks and mitigation strategies for
4

ncreasing threats to smart farming. The malign threats can directly and adversely damage crops and harm human safety. By creating
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an attack tree, all possible threats in the smart farm were analyzed. To find cyber threats and strengthen system design, STRIDE
threat modeling approach was applied to the smart greenhouse. As a result, 126 threats were derived and 4 types of attack trees
were created, which generated more clear and systematic threat classification of smart greenhouse.

Later in 2021, Vaccari et al. [47] proposed a threat modeling approach for identification and mitigation of cyber-threats that
ause phishing attacks on IoT-based smart systems. The increase in vulnerable IoT devices has lured attackers for targeting these
evices through phishing attacks to take full control for post-exploitation. In this research, IoT-based use cases included smart
utonomous vehicles and smart home systems. In order to reveal all potential dangers that might result in a phishing attack, the
lanned work was completed by applying STRIDE threat modeling technique to both situations. After risks were identified, mitigation
trategies for both the smart autonomous vehicle system and the smart home system were suggested including implementation of
ata validation using message authentication codes, firmware updates etc.

Vakhter at el.[48] investigated the security of miniature wireless biomedical devices (MWBDs). The threat modeling procedure
or MWBDs was thoroughly defined by the researchers. The use of STRIDE and DREAD threat modeling approaches was suggested
or a domain-specific qualitative/quantitative threat model. To determine an assault’s likelihood and effect, the model included
ertinent attack attributes. A risk matrix technique was utilized to evaluate the risk for each attack attribute. Users and a wide
ariety of MWBDs were the main focus of the study activity. So, several kinds of MWBDs were subjected to the threat model.

Jeong et al. [49] proposed a design and communication algorithm of smart firefighting helmet used for transmission of voice
nd video between the firefighters. In this work, no separate radio operations were required for communication. These proposed
evices enhanced the response time of communication at the disaster site.

Above research studies show that rapid growth of IoT not only brings the smartness into systems but also escalates vulnerabilities
nd attack vectors. The goal of this study is to identify hazards in a specific use case of a smart firefighting system and offer sensible
PS mitigation methods. The foundation of a smart firefighting system is the creation, storage, exchange, analysis, and integration
f data from several databases and sensor networks. Due to the limited resources of sensors, the computing capacity of computers,
nd the combination of wireless communication technologies, smart firefighting systems have evolved from traditional systems to
ntelligent ones. The ultimate objective is to connect subsystems into an enterprise system of systems to provide complete access to
he information that is accessible. However, the enterprise system should be secured against these threats. Different threat modeling
echanism have been described earlier for threat modeling, but this research focuses on threat modeling for a smart firefighting
PS using NIST security and privacy controls. The aim is to identify potential vulnerabilities, threats, and attack vectors including
ostile threats, human error, structural failure, misconfigurations, privacy breaches and exploitation. Based on the threat model,
his study intends to provides a mechanism for not only identifying potential attacks, but also proposes strategies for mitigation of
hese attacks.

. System model

This research study analyzes the use case of smart firefighting system [50]. In smart firefighting, applications can be categorized
nd decomposed into services, networking, and sensor components. Section 3.1 provides the information about services required
y different teams of firefighters and IoT technologies used by them. Smart firefighters interact with various applications while
erforming their assigned roles. Section 3.2 elaborates on the IoT sensors used by various firefighters. Section 3.3 describes the
ntegration of sensors on firefighter suit and connection with various technologies. Similarly, Section 3.4 focuses on the software
pplications, databases, and different building systems. Section 3.5 describes various prediction and analytical models used by
irefighters. While communication and networking technologies are discussed in this section. Although, focus of this research is on
yber world of firefighting but these IoT applications are connected with firefighters’ physical equipment.

Utilizing the strength of new information, communication, sensor, and simulation technologies to significantly improve situa-
ional awareness, prediction models, and decision-making, smart firefighting has become significant use case of this study. There are
variety of commercial devices being utilized in several application areas of smart firefighting as a result of the miniature sensors,

he power of computers, and the combination of wireless communication technologies. Smart firefighting provides a framework to

• integrates and aggregates a lot of data from several source databases and sensor networks.
• process, analyze, and predict using the collected information.
• disseminate the results and provide targeted decision-making to communities, fire departments, incident command systems

(ICS), and firefighters.

In this system, a temporary wireless network is created by the high speed vehicle networking system, which connects different
ersonnel and systems. This networking system is also used in other smart CPS, like autonomous cars and smart transportation
ystems [51]. Autonomous vehicles use high-speed vehicle networking systems to facilitate the communication between vehicle’s
arious sensors, actuators, and control systems. This communication network enables the vehicle to sense their environment, make
ecisions based on the data it receives, and operate safely and efficiently. Various sensor technologies are deployed at the personal
rotective equipment (PPE) level, mobility level, and stationary level. With the help of these sensors, the situation on the fire ground
s thoroughly and precisely assessed. Throughout the process, a wireless network connection is made to the sensor network.

Real-time information from the sensor network, video streaming cameras, and smart equipment is transmitted to the incident
ommander (IC), This is utilized to make operational plan decisions and give orders to firefighters on the fire scene. Text, audio,
nd video are the three available forms for sensor-related data. The IC uses special analysis tools like situational awareness for
5

irefighters (SAFIRE) which has been used in a variety of CPS applications, including industrial control systems, smart grids, and
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Fig. 2. System model.
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autonomous vehicles [52]. The national renewable energy laboratory (NREL) in the United States, for instance, has developed a
smart grid testbed using SAFIRE that enables researchers to assess the functionality and security of advanced grid technology in
a practical setting, including risk-based preparedness for sensor-related fire prevention, smart emergency response systems (SERS),
and analytic tools to convert the real-time data into useful information.

Smart emergency response systems (SERS) [53] are a crucial part of cyber–physical systems (CPS). SERS are intended to improve
mergency responders’ abilities by giving access to real-time situational awareness, communication, and decision-making support.
xamples of emergency responders include firefighters, police officers, and paramedics. SERS usually combine communication net-
orks, decision support systems, and a variety of sensors, including cameras, microphones, and environmental sensors. Information

oncerning the emergency situation, such as the location and size of a fire or the presence of hazardous materials, can be detected
nd transmitted by the sensors. Responders can share information and plan their actions in real-time, thanks to communication
etworks, and decision support systems can aid them in selecting the best course of action depending on the facts at hand. Based
n this information, the operational plan is set, modified and communicated in real-time. These computational tools have access to
arious data repositories of current and previous fire incidents.

There are several uses for the model’s outputs and predictions. When a fire is predicted to spread, for example, the outputs
nd projections are communicated immediately to the fire crew or to other local services like the closest hospitals. The model
an be combined with a smoke-generation model and a weather model to estimate the potential impact on the neighborhood, if
t indicates that the fire may progress into a section of a structure where dangerous substances are known to be kept. In order to
acilitate planning for a potential evacuation and the care of patients, information can be gathered and delivered immediately to
aw enforcement organizations and neighborhood health and care facilities. Most of the time, real-time 3D visualization of the fire
round, equipment, and personnel is driven by model outputs and forecasts. Before giving any orders to employees, the IC utilizes
he application software and visualization system to track the development of the fire event and to assess the probable effects of
ecisions and actions. Additionally, the visualization is recorded for upcoming analysis, learning opportunities, and training.

.1. Firefighters

Firefighters operate in teams of 2,4,6 and 8. Firefighters are assigned different roles and duties in the operation. Depending upon
he roles, firefighters are supplied with different equipment and operate different systems. The person designated as the incident
ommander (IC) is in charge of all parts of an emergency response, including the formulation of incident objectives, administration
f all incident activities, application of resources, and oversight of all responders. Priorities are established, incident response teams
re organized, and the overall incident action plan is defined by the incident commander.

The primary task of the search and rescue (SAR) unit is to locate victims and crew during the operation. SAR ensures the pursuit
nd provision of aid to people who are in distress or imminent danger. The fire suppression team is responsible for tactics used to
uppress fire during any operation. Firefighting efforts require different techniques, equipment, and training from the more familiar
irefighting structure for different areas. The process includes installing water hoses and supplies in interior parts of the building,
onitoring the pressure, and providing all necessary equipment to the crew to suppress the fire. Different types of vehicles are

nvolved if the place is out of reach of firefighters. All the information gathered from sources is sent to IC, and decision-making is
erformed for the operation. The ventilation team is a critical part of structural firefighting tactics. It diligently works to expel heat
nd smoke from a burning structure, enabling the firefighters to locate people who may be trapped, tackle the fire more safely and
asily, and keep an eye on the fire transition system to identify those who have crossed flash-over criteria. By using the emergency
edical services (EMS) system, emergency medical responders (EMRs) offer essential patients instant access to life-saving care.
hile waiting for further EMS services to arrive, EMRs can offer urgent life-saving actions with their knowledge and expertise

ained through the training. In order to evaluate the physical state of the firefighters, they also keep an eye on the personal alert
afety system (PASS), also known as the automated distress signal unit (ADSU).

.2. Sensors

The idea of smart firefighting’’ is based on gathering crucial information and processing it for use in decision-making. Sensors
re the major source of information generation. Fig. 2 shows various sensors involved in the smart firefighting system.

Sensors in the personal protective equipment (PPE) are the ones used on clothing and equipment carried by the firefighters.
hese were frequently used during COVID-19 pandemic activities [54]. PPE includes a self-contained breathing apparatus and a
ater hose system, increasing firefighters’ mobility and allowing them to penetrate the fire’s structure considerably deeper than
as previously feasible. The firemen can identify hot spots through smoke, darkness, or heat-permeable barriers, with the use of

hermal imaging cameras (TICs). The use of ventilation or handheld thermal imaging camera is the norm in firefighting systems. For
irefighters, a gas dosimeter system (GDS) is used to track their total exposure to toxins inside the building. Firefighters’ mobility
nd an auditory transmission are detected by the personal alert safety system (PASS) gadget. It acts as a sensor device to ascertain
otionless state of a firefighter for an excessive amount of time. Fire transition sensor system is used for monitoring the flashover

onditions, and physiological monitoring system is used to monitor the real-time conditions of the firefighters, like skin temperature.
Sensors built inside or carried by firefighting equipment and gear are the only mobility sensors and systems that are available. The

se of mobile apparatus and equipment, such as land vehicles, watercraft, aircraft, satellites, and robotic systems, in firefighting and
mergency response, is made possible by these sensors and the distributed networks they are connected to. These sensors’ data, which
7

s frequently time-sensitive, may be used to quantify exposure to risks, identify their presence, and keep track of the firefighters’
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physiological conditions. Furthermore, before firemen even start their reaction, fixed sensors are placed on the dedicated spots. To
repair and stabilize the building and the surrounding environment, these sensors work in tandem with firemen, firefighter-carried
sensors, building systems, and building occupants. Smoke detectors, gas quality sensors, temperature sensors for buildings, fire alarm
systems, heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, as well as portable sensors carried by the general public, are
examples of stationary sensors used in smart firefighting.

Firefighters employ a lot of modern sensors, and as many of them are connected online, they are open to hacking attacks.
n 2014, a cyberattack on a German steel plant disrupted control systems, as it prevented a blast furnace from properly shutting
own, resulting in serious damage to the facility [34]. Similar to this, a cyberattack in 2017, directed against the Ukrainian power
nfrastructure resulted in extensive outages [55]. Attackers can utilize the sensors as a doorway to access other systems, including
he national emergency response system or the communication systems used by the firefighters, if they manage to get access to the
ensors. This might seriously affect national security as it could make it more difficult for the government to respond to crises.

.3. Integration

Integrating sensor data with software analytic tools is necessary to process the information gathered from sensors within or
cross the architectural levels. Standardized grammar semantics and networking protocols are used to cover the conceptual material.
ireless communications are also included. For the purpose of modeling, programming, control, and communications, information
odels and database standards are used in different fields to represent concepts. In smart firefighting, sensors are integrated with

nalytical tools which consolidate the sensors’ data from various databases and different building information systems. Building
nformation sharing system is related to the department of buildings (DOB) [56]. This system keeps the record of building inspection
eports, which provide necessary information that help in decision-making in case of an incident. Video stream analysis system,
nalyzes live videos captured by the TIC installed on the firefighters’ PPE and cameras placed on the drones to make other required
ecisions and execute real-time face identification of the survivors in the field. High-quality information management systems
or emergency preparedness, response, recovery, and resilience-building are made available to everyone via disaster management
ystems. This system offers the public a way to report emergencies through open short messaging service (SMS).

.4. Software application

Incident commander needs a software application which collects information from various systems and models at one point.
irst responders make a lot of decisions in the moment when getting ready for, traveling to, and leaving fire events. This calls for
omprehensive and current knowledge of the incident’s location, risks to people and resources, accessible emergency resources, and
ocal environmental conditions. Systems that offer this information aid emergency personnel in deciding the best course of action
o safeguard human life while limiting hazard to and damage to resources. Information from fire related databases is also provided
o incident command system as National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS), National EMS Information System (NEMSIS) and
ational Fire Operations Reporting System (NFORS). These databases help the incident commander in decision-making if a similar

ncident occurs. Similar to this, detailed information regarding event features, resource capabilities, and site characteristics should
e observed, recorded, and stored in order to provide an accurate assessment of the efficacy of equipment, tactics, and resources.
ig. 2 shows that the software application accessed by IC gathers the information from the various analytical tools, databases, sensor
etwork and risk-based prediction models.

Many high-profile cyberattacks have recently occurred on government institutions, including the SolarWinds breach in 2020
hat had an effect on a number of federal agencies [57] and the colonial pipeline ransomware assault in 2021 that resulted in
uel shortages in the southeast of the United States [58]. It is crucial that these systems are made secure against cyberattacks due
o the sensitive nature of the data held in NFIRS, NEMSIS, and NFORS. The strong cybersecurity measures should be adopted by
overnment organizations.

.5. Model-based predictions and decision-making

The IC plans an initial strategy for suppression, rescue, and alerting the required local services, such as hospitals, as soon as there
s a fire. It does this by using the information and technology that are already available. IC is also linked with fire department to
emand more resources and firefighters. Before arriving at the fire ground, duties of all teams are predominantly assigned along the
easures individuals should use when they get there. The incident commander will deploy various sensor technologies and put up a

emporary wireless network after the equipment and staff have arrived in order to acquire a thorough and precise evaluation of the
ituation. Throughout the whole incident, the sensors and network continue to function as needed. The IC receives the streaming,
eal-time data and utilizes computational tools to create a new operating plan and give fresh orders to the firemen.

The IC develops and executes many computer simulations of fire propagation, smoke production, structure integrity, evacuation,
uppression, ventilation, climatic conditions, air and water supply, tenability, and resource allocation in order to update the
perational plan. Each of these models retrieves data from the repository and sensors, combines, processes, and analyzes that data,
nd then outputs predictions or conclusions for other models to utilize as input and for the IC to use for decision-making. Fig. 2
hows situational awareness for firefighters (SAFIRE) using the sensor network and multimedia data collection for creating the
8

ituational awareness of the incident.
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Fig. 3. Proposed methodology for threat modeling of smart firefighting CPS.

An incident storage database is created and Ebox installed outside the building is accessed to gather the building information. A
frost & sullivan report projected that the worldwide smart building market will develop at an average rate of 17.6% from 2017 to
2022, demonstrating that the use of smart building technology is growing. The prevalence of smart buildings is expected to increase
the number of cyberattacks directed at them. Also, according to a survey conducted by NTT Security, building automation systems
(BAS) used in smart buildings were among the most hacked systems. According to a study, the average number of BAS attacks
increased by 224% between 2017 and 2018.

Risk-based preparedness and fire prevention generates the firecast based decision-making according to the information gathered.
Firecast is a machine learning algorithm which operates on the incident information to predict the best prevention techniques after
risk assessment. Smart emergency response system (SERS) enables the location and assistance of each other during a disaster for
both the survivors and the emergency workers. Models, outputs, and forecasts are automatically updated when new real-time data is
gathered by the software programs. Forecasts of the developing situation are also helpful to other entities with significant firefighting
duties, such as the police and hospitals.

4. Methodology

The proposed framework is a unique threat modeling mechanism for a smart industrial system. The research study used smart
firefighting CPS use case for threat modeling, as described in Section 3. This framework is dependent on the MITRE ATT&CK matrix
and system requirement collection (SRC) for identification of possible threats to smart firefighting. First, MITRE ATT&CK matrix
analysis provides structure of attacks detection and mitigation. SRC gathers generic assets’ information related to hardware, software
and network layers. Then, a threat list is generated for smart firefighting system with the help of SRC and MITRE ATT&CK. Finally,
mapping of threat list on NIST security and privacy controls is done using project of center for threat-informed defense (CTID) [59].
These mapped controls are utilized for mitigation of threats in smart firefighting system. See Fig. 3 for proposed methodology.

4.1. MITRE ATT&CK matrix analysis

MITRE ATT&CK [25] stands for MITRE Adversarial Tactics, Techniques, and Common Knowledge (ATT&CK). It is a globally
available knowledge-base about adversarial tactics and approaches based on actual observations. This framework is a regulated a
model and knowledge foundation for cyber-adversary conduct, representing different stages of adversarial attacks’ life cycle and the
platforms they often use to target systems. There are two major components, tactics and techniques. Tactics are the objectives of
an attacker, and techniques are the method by which the attacker achieves the tactical goals. Tactics and techniques are arranged
as rows and columns of MITRE ATT&CK matrix. There are 14 tactics and 218 major techniques listed in MITRE ATT&CK matrix.
Primarily, there are three categories of MITRE ATT&CK. ATT&CK for enterprise focuses on adversarial behavior in the enterprise
system also covering cloud environments, Windows OS, and Mac OS, ATT&CK for mobile focuses on aggressive conduct, while the
ATT&CK for enterprise matrix includes pre-ATT&CK, which focuses on ‘‘pre-exploit’’ hostile behavior.

In the ATT&CK matrix, mitigations are security concepts and a collection of instruments that stop a group of methods or sub-
techniques from being effectively applied to a system or in an organization. Analysis of these mitigations, for different techniques,
offers deep understanding of attack and help to identify the suitable security controls from NIST security and privacy controls.
With deep analysis of the use case, possible attacks are identified in MITRE ATT&CK matrix for smart industrial system of smart
firefighting. Mitigations of these attacks are analyzed to find prevention strategies and how attacks are linked with mitigations.

4.2. System requirement collection

System requirement collection (SRC) is a mechanism to configure the vulnerabilities caused by the components’ varied nature and
heterogeneity in order to devise a secured system. SRC and MITRE ATT&CK analysis generate the threats list for smart firefighting
systems. SRC consists of six steps, including the identification of security goals, assets, sensor data, secure network communication,
endpoint hardware and threats. These threats are reviewed in MITRE ATT&CK matrix and their techniques and mitigations are
further analyzed.
9
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4.2.1. Identify security goals
The required security decisions for the smart systems are developed by combining business objectives and long-term goals.

his is accomplished by determining the security objectives, such as confidentiality, integrity, availability, non-repudiation, and
uthentication. These are considered as the most crucial security goals for any business organization and CPS.

.2.2. Identify assets
Assets often include employees, software, hardware, sensors, and other items of any value to the organization. Therefore, the

im of this activity is to identify all the assets engaged in the smart CPS. The assessment of organizational and environmental assets
s another component of this process. The asset list often includes information about people, data, networks, sensors, and physical
omponents.

.2.3. Identify sensors data
Sensors are used for communication of the system with the external environment. Data from the sensor is generated when sensors

ecome functional. Sensor data is received using different technologies, like programmable logic controller (PLC), supervisory control
nd data acquisition (SCADA) system and application programming interface (API). A few higher-level sensors assist the central data
loud for data broadcasting. Protocols like Machine-to-Machine (M2M) are used to communicate with these sensors. Different sensors
se different mediums for communication and technological interventions.

.2.4. Identify secure network communication
This activity’s goal involves network analysis. It is necessary to have a highly secure network and protocols that are used for

ommunication on this network. The majority of devices in a smart CPS communicate on wireless network, and the system must
ave efficient authentication techniques for devices present in the network. Different devices use distinct networks and need secure
ommunication network protocols to be deployed.

.2.5. Identify endpoint hardware
It is critically advised to use only hardware with authorized endpoints. Hardware used in smart firefighting systems can be a

ensor, vehicles, fire machinery, and other smart devices used in this cyber–physical system. Individuals must be informed about the
ulnerabilities these devices can create, if not handled properly. Here, authorization means verifying the protocols of fire systems
nd standards testing for all hardware devices before including them in smart systems.

.3. Threats identification

This activity’s objective is to identify vulnerabilities in the autonomous cyber–physical system. CPS can be divided into three
ayers and threats in each layer should be identified. Software layer includes all software application systems running in the CPS.
etwork layer focuses on the network devices and protocols used for communication. Whereas, physical layer includes the hardware

ystem and end-point devices. All these layers have been briefly discussed in SRC list, which highlights all major components of a
mart firefighting system. MITRE ATT&CK matrix is later analyzed for identification of possible attacks on these components. With
he help of MITRE ATT&CK matrix and SRC, a threat list is generated for smart firefighting CPS.

.4. Mapping of NIST controls

In threat identification, various attacks from the MITRE ATT&CK have been studied. It is necessary to understand and determine
he security approaches and innovations that may be used to prevent these attacks from being executed. For each technique or
ub-technique of attack, mitigations are examined to find appropriate NIST security and privacy controls. For each security control,
etermine if it is aligned with the intent of the mitigation under review and if it is relevant to the technique or sub-technique
nder review. Once this candidate list of security controls has been identified, it is further reviewed, analyzed, and tailored in line
ith the control mapping scoping decisions to fully determine matches to techniques and/or sub-techniques of attacks. When this

s completed, the security control selection is finalized, and the mapping is created for these attacks.

.5. Threat mitigation using NIST control

Once the threats are mapped to specific NIST controls, the implementation of these controls in the organization or on CPS
ill automatically mitigate not only the specific threats but also safeguard personnel, property, and organizational activities.
dditionally, the controls put in place will guarantee ongoing defense against a variety of risks and dangers, such as hostile assaults,
istakes made by people, natural disasters, structural flaws, foreign intelligence entities, and privacy problems. The controls are
10

ften adaptable, salable, and used as part of an organization-wide risk management strategy.
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5. Results and evaluation

5.1. System Requirements Collection (SRC)

5.1.1. Security goals in smart firefighting CPS
In smart firefighting CPS, like every other system, CIA rules are major security objectives. In general, some security objectives

re listed below.

• Confidentiality: The most important aspect of the security objectives is confidentiality. classified and personal information
relevant to the smart firefighting system and its users, at any level, must not be disclosed to any unauthorized entity.

• Integrity: The accuracy of the system is intrinsically linked to data. The efficiency of smart firefighting systems is based on
data and information used within the linked systems for decision-making. As a result, its integrity is critical. Any undesired
modification of data can result in a disastrous situation, causing misleading results as an output from one component and used
as an input for another component of the smart firefighting system. Integrity ensures that data in the system has not been
tampered with by a malicious entity.

• Authorization: In a smart firefighting system, authorization defines the accessibility or user/client permissions connected to
resources through a security measure. When accessing data and resources, a strong authorization system must be used.

• Role-based access control: Different authorized users should have distinct functions in intelligent systems. The amount of
access to the system’s range of diverse applications, databases, and networking devices is specified by these roles. In order to
indicate the assigned responsibility of providers, the system maintains track of the access control list. Profile information, a
port, a network channel, a login ID, and a badge number of firefighters can help to maintain the role-based authorization for
the smart firefighting system.

• Robustness: The smart firefighting system should include a backup of alternative servers, sensing devices, power supplies, and
other crucial systems to deliver a prompt reaction if any breakdown happens.

• Availability of data: The smart firefighting system must have ready access to requested data when it is required. Therefore, it
is important that all systems and databases should be resilient to failures and responsive all the time.

• Contractual integrity: A written contractual definition should be followed by third-party hardware, software, and network
vendors involved in the smart firefighting system. Moreover, any firefighting department cannot include devices without
approval from the national fire protection association (NFPA).

.1.2. Assets in smart firefighting CPS
The goal of this activity was to identify all the assets involved in a smart firefighting system. Assets in the smart firefighting

ystem are categorized into three types of categories namely; software layer, network layer, and physical layer as shown in Fig. 2.
ifferent software, hardware, and network components along with the use case description are available in Section 3 of the system
odel.

.1.3. Sensors data in smart firefighting CPS
The sensors of smart firefighting system are categorized into three types as shown in Fig. 2. Sensors for personal protective

quipment are the sensors attached to firefighters’ clothing and devices. Mobility sensors are attached to mobile devices for data
athering. Stationary sensors are deployed in a building through which the firefighting system interacts and make useful decisions.
o get data from the real-world world, sensor communication employs a variety of methods. For secure communication in a smart
irefighting system, we identified wireless devices connected through IEEE 802.11-based communication protocol. Details about
hese sensors can be accessed from the research roadmap for smart firefighting [50].

.1.4. Secure network communication in smart firefighting CPS
Discovery of secure network communication mechanism was the main objective of this section. The majority of devices in a

mart firefighting system communicate wirelessly and the network should handle authentication in their network. Different devices
se various types of networks and need secure communication network protocols to be deployed. DTLS, TLS, IPsec, and HIP-DEX are
ll significant security protocols to be deployed. Various remote and data communication technologies and diverse network types
re used in smart firefighting systems for secure communication.

.1.5. Endpoint hardware in smart firefighting CPS
In smart firefighting system, endpoint devices include sensors, PPEs of firefighters, IC applications software, and wireless devices

mong others. Fig. 2 shows the structure of smart firefighting system and outlines about the endpoint hardware. Details can be
tudied in, Section 3 of system model, with use case description, and research roadmap for smart firefighting system [50].

.2. Threats identification in smart firefighting CPS

SRC provided the holistic overview of the smart firefighting CPS on application layers, physical layers and network layers. When
ajor components and technologies were identified, MITRE ATT&CK analysis helped to generate the list of possible threats to the

ystem. With the help of SRC and MITRE ATT&CK, a threat list was generated which is shown in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3.
11
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Table 1
Threat list for smart firefighting system.

Threat ID Threat name Threat description

T1001.003 Protocol Impersonation Command and control communications are obscured by the attacker within the smart firefighting
environment like high-Speed Vehicle Networking Systems, Remote Data Communication, and Wi-Fi Drones to
make it more difficult to detect.

T1003.003 NTDS Attacker focus on active databases in smart systems. He tries to exploit active directories vulnerabilities by
copying or creating a replica. These directories include Event Database, Incident Storage and Archival
Database, BIM Database, NFIRS, N-FORS in order to steal credential information, as well as obtain other
information about domain members such as devices, users, and access rights.

T1003.005 Cached Domain Credentials Attackers try to get access to smart firefighting systems’ cached domain passwords, which are intended to
authenticate users in the case that a domain controller is down.

T1003.008 OS Credential Dumping Attacker uses brute force to try many password combinations on the OS dumps in different smart
firefighting system components. This is done offline, so there are no traces left behind.

T1005 Data from Local System Attacker searches through local components of smart firefighting like Stationary Sensors, Mobility Sensors
and Systems, Sensors for Personal Protective Equipments or local databases as Event Database, Incident
Storage and High-Speedatabase, BIM Database, which can leads to leakage of important data and become
threads of attacks.

T1011 Exfiltration Over Other
Network Medium

Attackers tries to steal information through the remote communication channel or other networking modes
of the intelligent firefighting system.

T1020.001 Traffic Duplication Traffic mirroring can be used by attackers to automate data intrusions using the vulnerable communications
infrastructure of smart firefighting.

T1021 Remote Services In the smart firefighting system, attackers utilize legitimate accounts to get access to the service and then
carry out activities as the users who are currently signed in.

T1021.003 Distributed Component
Object Model

The distributed component object paradigm allows for the use of legitimate accounts by adversaries to
communicate with distant machines like drones and remotely operated vehicles. The opponent might then
utilize the smart firefighting system’s functionality as the user who is now signed in.

T1036 Masquerading In order to look trustworthy or innocuous to users and security mechanisms in the intelligent firefighting
system, attackers may try to modify the properties of their artifacts.

T1040 Network Sniffing Adversaries may sniff network traffic of a firefighting enterprise to get details about the environment, along
with any authentication information transmitted through the connection.

T1046 Network Service Scanning In the smart firefighting system, attackers try to get a description of the operations that are functioning on
remote servers, including those that might be open to software and hardware attack.

T1048 Exfiltration Over
Alternative Protocol

Data leakage through a protocol other than the one used by the current command and control channel is a
method used by attackers to steal information. The central server of smart firefighting is accessed from and
to different network locations.

T1055.004 Asynchronous Procedure
Call

Through the execution of malicious codes in the address space of a different live process, attackers introduce
harmful code. using the concurrent procedure call queue in a smart firefighting system to get around
process-based protections and perhaps escalate permissions.

T1071 Application Layer Protocol Application layer protocols are used by attackers to connect in order to bypass network filtering and
detection by merging into the current traffic of smart firefighting systems.

T1071.004 DNS In order to bypass detection and network filtering, attackers’ communication is dependent on the DNS
application layer protocol which helps them to hide with normal traffic of the system.

T1087 Account Discovery Attacker tries to get information about accounts of firefighters like First Responder, and Incident Commander
on a system and within an environment of smart firefighting. Based on this information, adversaries try to
launch attacks on the systems and smart equipment.

T1087.004 Cloud Account A hacker attempts to obtain information on cloud accounts that smart firefighting companies have built and
set up for users, remote access, applications, or the management of resources inside cloud computing.

T1090 Proxy To prevent direct connections to their smart firefighting infrastructure, attackers may apply a connection
proxy to divert network traffic between systems like sensors, databases, and systems and applications or to
function as a middleman for communication links to a command and control server.

T1098 Account Manipulation Adversaries manipulate accounts of firefighters to maintain access to firefighting systems.
T1098.001 Additional Cloud

Credentials
To sustain permanent access to victim accounts and instances in the context of smart firefighting, attackers
apply adversary-controlled privileges to a cloud server.

T1102.002 Bidirectional
Communication

Adversaries use existing, legitimate external Web services for two-way communication via breached system
in the smart firefighting over the Web services channel.

T1110 Brute Force When credentials are forgotten or when the smart firefighting system includes password hashes, attackers
utilize brute force methods to access systems.

T1110.002 Password Cracking When credential material like password hashes are discovered, attackers may utilize password cracking to
try and retrieve usable credentials, such as plain-text passwords.

T1110.004 Credential Stuffing Through credential overlap, attackers gain access to the targeted domains of smart firefighting by using
credentials stolen from penetration dumps of unconnected accounts.

T1119 Automated Collection An attacker can utilize automated approaches to obtain internal data from a smart firefighting system after
they have gained access to a system or network.

T1134 Access Token Manipulation Adversaries modify access tokens to operate as a firefighter who has the access to firefighting systems to
carry out deeds and get around access restrictions.

T1134.003 Make and Impersonate
Token

Adversaries may modify access tokens in smart firefighting environment to conduct operations and get
around access barriers by operating under a different user or security management context.

T1136 Create Account Adversaries create an account to maintain access to victim firefighting systems.
12
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Table 2
Threat list for smart firefighting system.

Threat ID Threat name Threat description

T1187 Forced Authentication Adversaries may gather credential material of systems involved in smart firefighting by commanding or
compelling a user to instantly supply authentication data via a technique they can eavesdrop on.

T1190 Exploit Public-Facing
Application

Through the use of software, data, or orders, adversaries may try to exploit a flaw in a smart firefighting
system’s Internet-facing computer or program in order to trigger unwanted or unexpected activity.

T1195.003 Compromise Hardware
Supply Chain

In order to compromise data or a system, attackers modify hardware elements like as sensors and intelligent
equipment in smart firefighting systems.

T1203 Exploitation for Client
Execution

Software weaknesses exist in client systems, including firefighters, which might be exploited by attackers to
execute malware. The software has vulnerabilities as a result of unsecured development methods, which
might lead to unanticipated behavior and impact the whole smart firefighting system.

T1204.002 User Execution: Malicious
File

In a smart firefighting system, data is shared from various sources to a central point that is accessible to
everyone on the team. Attackers use these types of files for the execution of malicious code on any point
and because of the enterprise nature of the system, attackers can gain access to the complete system.

T1210 Exploitation of Remote
Services

Once within a network of smart firefighting which consists of different types depending upon the nature of
operations. Attackers use remote services to get illegal access to smart firefighting systems.

T1211 Exploitation for Defense
Evasion

In order to surpass security measures, attackers target the applications of smart firefighting systems to find
vulnerabilities. So, one can exploit these vulnerabilities and get unauthorized access.

T1212 Exploitation for Credential
Access

The attacker used collected passwords from dump files and other resources. Then attackers find the
vulnerability in applications of smart firefighting systems including sensors, BIM, and SAFIRE. Then, exploits
these programming flaws using passwords and executes code that he wants on the system.

T1213 Data from Information
Repositories

Adversaries may leverage information repositories like Event Database, Incident Storage and Archival
Database, BIM Database, NFIRS, N-FORS to mine valuable information in smart firefighting environment. By
exploitation, attacker has direct access to information.

T1485 Data Destruction In order to prevent access to the smart firefighting system’s platforms, applications, and shared network,
attackers delete data and files on particular systems or in huge quantities on a network.

hline T1486 Data Encrypted for Impact For the purpose of interfering with the availability of the system and network assets, the attackers apply
data encryption techniques on databases and network communication to halt the system.

T1491 Defacement Attacker changes the visual content of real-time sensors and other information to firefighters and other
administration.

T1491.001 Internal Defacement This could involve making changes to user-facing systems such application systems, HMI systems, and
visualization systems, along with changing the desktop background.

T1491.002 External Defacement In an effort to communicate with users within an organization, coerce them, or in any other way mislead
them, an enemy may vandalize systems outside of smart firefighting.

T1495 Firmware Corruption Attacker damages or erase the data on the flash memory of Video Stream Analysis System, Building
Information Modeling, Building Management System, Analytical Tool System BIOS of or other firmware in
devices attached to a system of firefighting in order to disable them or prevent them from booting.

T1498 Network Denial of Service To hinder or stop the user of the smart firefighting system from accessing particular resources, attackers use
Network Denial of Service (DoS) attacks.

T1498.001 Direct Network Flood By delivering a large amount of network traffic directly to intelligent firefighting systems, attackers try to
induce a denial of service (DoS) which compromises the system.

T1499 Endpoint Denial of Service Endpoint Denial of Service (DoS) attacks can be carried out by attackers to impede or completely stop the
provision of services to users of smart firefighting systems.

T1499.003 Application Exhaustion
Flood

In order to execute DoS through web-based applications and services of smart firefighting systems, attackers
target resource-intensive components of online apps such as Google Earth Visualization System, MapPLUTO,
Fire Department, and Community Resources.

T1499.004 Application or System
Exploitation

Attacker exploit software vulnerabilities and cause a DoS attack. It may result in a system or program
crashing, denying access to authorized users of the smart firefighting system.

T1505.002 Transport Agent In smart firefighting, attackers may take use of servers’ authorized adaptable development features to get
everlasting access to systems.

T1528 Steal Application Access
Token

Adversaries are able to get privileges to access distant systems and resources of smart firefighting systems by
stealing user application access tokens which are for authorized users.

T1542.001 System Firmware Adversaries may modify system firmware of devices and sensors to persist on systems of smart firefighting to
perform or assist in malicious activity.

T1543 Create or Modify System
Process

In order to maintain persistence within the smart firefighting system, attackers may design or alter
system-level programs that regularly execute harmful payloads.

T1546.008 Event Triggered Execution:
Accessibility Features

Through the execution of harmful content that is sparked by smart firefighting systems’ accessible
capabilities, attackers build resilience and increase privileges.

T1548 Abuse Elevation Control
Mechanism

An attacker circumvent the built-in control measures to get more access to databases and smart firefighting
software.

T1552.003 Bash History Attackers look for unsecured stored passwords by searching the bash command history on infected
computers.

5.3. Mapping of NIST controls for smart firefighting CPS

This study used project of center for threat-informed defense (CTID) for mapping the threats list on NIST security and privacy
ontrols 800-53 rev 5 [59]. CTID is a private research and development organization which is funded and operated by MITRE
ngenuity. CTID mission is to deploy a threat informed defense system globally. Fig. 4 shows the technique of mapping for threats
13
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Table 3
Threat list for smart firefighting system.

Threat ID Threat name Threat description

T1550.001 Application Access Token Acquisition of application access certificates by attackers, allows them to access restricted accounts, data, or
services on distant smart firefighting systems without going through the standard authentication mechanism.

T1552 Unsecured Credentials Adversaries may scan hacked networks to locate and seize credential information that was not securely
stored by the smart firefighting system.

T1552.005 Cloud Instance Metadata
API

Insecurely stored credentials are sought after by criminals that scan hacked smart firefighting systems. These
passwords might be lost or kept in a variety of places on an enterprise system.

T1553 Subvert Trust Controls A smart firefighting system’s security measures that either notify users of suspicious activities or forbid the
execution of suspicious applications might be undermined by attackers.

T1554 Compromise Client
Software Binary

Adversaries modify client software like application system, Visualization System, SAFIRE, SERS, and
Analytical Tool System binaries to create enduring exposure to smart firefighting systems. Through these
systems, firefighters and other user get access to complete enterprise system.

T1556 Modify Authentication
Process

In order to acquire user credentials or permit unauthorized access to accounts, attackers may change the
smart firefighting system’s authentication techniques and procedures.

T1556.001 Domain Controller
Authentication

In order to get beyond standard authentication procedures and get access to accounts in a smart firefighting
environment, attackers patch the authentication process on a domain controller.

T1557 Adversary-in-the-Middle Attackers use the adversary-in-the-middle (AiTM) approach to place themselves in the center of two or more
networked devices engaged in smart firefighting in order to enable additional behaviors like network sniffing
or transmitted data manipulation.

T1557.002 ARP Cache Poisoning Attackers target the cache of various applications and systems to perform the man-in-the-middle attack in
smart firefighting system.

T1560 Archive Collected Data, Data from the smart firefighting system that is acquired before exfiltration will be compressed and encrypted
by an attacker. Attacker may simply transfer data across the network while hiding his identity thanks to
compression and encryption.

T1562.004 Disable or Modify System
Firewall

Attackers may alter or disable system firewalls in order to get around restrictions on network usage. The
smart firefighting system’s rules may be added, deleted, or modified, as well as the entire process might be
disabled.

T1563 Remote Service Session
Hijacking

In order to move laterally in the firefighting environment, attackers take control of already running sessions
with distant services.

T1565 Data Manipulation In order to skew external results or conceal activities, attackers change, remove, or otherwise alter data in
the Event Database, Incident Storage and Archival Database, BIM Database, NFIRS, or N-FORS. In a smart
firefighting setting, enemies may try to influence decision-making, organizational understanding, or business
processes by manipulating data.

T1565.001 Stored Data Manipulation To influence external outcomes or conceal the behavior of the firemen, attackers may edit, remove, or
otherwise alter data.

T1565.003 Runtime Data
Manipulation

Adversaries may modify systems in order to manipulate runtime data from Sensors and System as it is
accessed and displayed to an end user of the smart firefighting system.

T1566 Phishing Phishing emails are one-way, attackers try to enter victim systems. involved in the smart firefighting.
T1569 System Services By engaging with or making services either locally or remotely, adversaries may take advantage of system

services or daemons in smart firefighting to run commands or programs that can execute malicious material.
T1573 Encrypted Channel In a smart firefighting setting, attackers may use a recognized encryption method to masquerade command

and control communications rather than depending on any built-in security features which are offered by a
communication protocol.

T1574 Hijack Execution Flow By controlling the way smart firefighting application systems run programs or firmware executes the tasks,
attackers can carry out their own malicious payloads.

T1574.005 Executable Installer File
Permissions Weakness

Attackers utilize installers in firefighting enterprises to execute certain programs as part of their functionality
or to carry out other tasks, but they may also use these installers to deploy their own malicious payloads.

T1599.001 Network Address
Translation Traversal

By hacking perimeter network devices like Wi-Fi drones, High Speed Vehicle Networking Systems, and
network communication channels, adversaries can cross network borders. An attacker may be able to get
around constraints on traffic routing in a firefighting environment that ordinarily divide trusted and
untrusted networks by compromising these devices.

T1602 Data from Configuration
Repository

The configuration repositories may be used by attackers to get information about controlled devices.
Management systems employ configuration archives to setup, organize, and control information on distant
smart firefighting system services.

T1546.009 AppCert DLLs By executing malicious material that is prompted by AppCert DLLs loaded into processes, attackers establish
persistence and/or raise privileges, which results in the event-triggered execution of assaults against smart
firefighting systems.

NIST Security control framework mappings to MITRE ATT&CK are included in the repository together with available resources
nd literature. With the help of these mappings, businesses may analyze the extent to which existing security controls are effective
gainst threats that are detailed in the ATT&CK knowledge base. They also lay the groundwork for incorporating threat data from
he ATT&CK into the risk management procedures. Table 4 shows the mapping of threat list on NIST controls.

.4. Threat mitigation in smart firefighting CPS

With a careful and strategic mechanism, the mapping of the threat list on NIST security and privacy controls was successfully
ompleted. The process for mapping a threat list on NIST security and privacy controls involves various steps. First step was the
14
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Fig. 4. Center for threat-informed defense (CTID) technique.

identification of threat list generated with help of SRC and Mitre ATT&CK framework. Then, the next step was to identify the NIST
security and privacy controls relevant to the threats related to smart firefighting CPS. This research has relied on the comprehensive
and widely recognized guidelines and security controls provided by [60]. Once the relevant NIST controls have been identified,
the next step was to map the threat list to the corresponding NIST controls. This involves identifying the controls that address the
specific threat and mapping them accordingly. Then, CITD technique is used to generate the mapping as shown in Fig. 4 where
mitigations for certain tasks are reviewed to find out objective and technique related to that specific attack. Then, the attackers’
tactics to obtain their objective and techniques used are analyzed. Finally, these mitigation techniques are analyzed in line with
NIST security controls and the mapping is created.

When the mapped controls are implemented in the organization or on the cyber–physical system, they automatically mitigate the
specific threats and protect the organizational operations and assets. As was already established, businesses and industrial CPS must
regularly deal with a variety of dangers and hazards, including hostile assaults, employee mistakes, natural calamities, structural
problems, foreign intelligence elements, and privacy issues. These are the ongoing dangers to businesses and intelligent industrial
CPS. A crucial part of an organization-wide strategy to manage risk is played by the security and privacy measures, which are
adaptable and customized. The table of threats and NIST controls mapping shows that multiple controls can be mapped against
each attack. These multiple controls provide advanced security against specific attacks.

T1040-network sniffing is a network monitoring and retrieval technique that involves continuous monitoring and retrieving of all
data packets that pass through the network. This attack is mitigated by applying encryption of all sensitive information and multi-
factor authentication on all wired/wireless communication. On the other hand, T1040 is mitigated by AC-17, AC-18, AC-19, IA-2,
IA-5, SC-4, SC-8, SI-4, SI-7 security controls. T1110-brute force is used by an attacker to gain access to systems when passwords
are unknown or when password hashes are obtained. This attack is mitigated by setting account login policies to observe failed
login attempts, multi-factor authentication, password policies and user account management. Implementation of these techniques
and policies is a difficult task. After mapping T1110 to NIST controls, these types of attacks are mitigated by AC-3, CM-2, IA-2, IA-5,
SI-4 controls.

6. Conclusion

For cyber-security professionals, the ever-changing state of the cyber threats landscape makes cyber-attacks a critical issue to
address. The smart industrial sector is a large contributor to this challenge, as most smart facilities encompass internet-connected
devices that are potentially vulnerable to attacks. The effects of cyber-attacks are severe and difficult to reverse after systems get
hacked. Finding and removing the dangers in the system before they are implemented is one technique to protect the weaknesses
of dispersed IoT devices in a smart industrial system. To achieve the objective, a threat-modeling technique was suggested in this
study in an effort to detect and reduce possible dangers in the smart cyber–physical system. The proposed work was carried out
by applying a threat modeling approach on the use case of smart firefighting CPS. This framework utilized the MITRE ATT&CK
matrix and system requirement collection (SRC) for the identification of possible threats in smart firefighting CPS. First, MITRE
ATT&CK matrix analysis provided the structure of attack detection and mitigation. SRC gathered generic assets information related
to hardware, software, and network layers. Then, a threat list was generated for smart firefighting system with the help of SRC and
MITRE ATT&CK. Finally, the mapping of the threat list on NIST security and privacy controls was carried out using the project of the
center for threat-informed defense (CTID). These mapped controls can be utilized for the mitigation of threats in smart firefighting
systems. This research study has significant theoretical and practical implications for security practitioners, network communication
officers and other personnel responsible for security posture of any smart cyber–physical system. In future, the framework can be
employed to secure more smart industrial systems.
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Table 4
Mapping of threat list on NIST controls.

Threat ID Mapped controls Threat ID Mapped controls

T1001.003 AC-4, CM-2, SC-7, SI-4 T1491 AC-3, CM-2, CP-7, CP-9, SI-4, SI-7
T1003.003 AC-3, CM-2, CM-5, CP-9, IA-2, IA-5, SI-4, SI-7 T1491.001 AC-3, CM-2, CP-7, CP-9, SI-4, SI-7
T1003.005 AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, IA-4, IA-5, SI-4 T1491.002 AC-3, CM-2, CP-7, CP-9, SI-4, SI-7
T1005 AC-3, CM-12, CP-9, SI-4 T1495 AC-3, CM-5, IA-2, RA-9, SI-7
T1011 AC-18,SI-4 T1498 AC-3, AC-4, SC-7
T1020.001 AC-17, AC-18, AC-19, AC-4, CA-3, CM-2, SC-4,

SC-7, SC-8, SI-4, SI-7
T1498.001 AC-3,AC-4,SC-7

T1021 AC-17, AC-3, CM-5, IA-2, IA-5, SI-4 T1499 AC-3, AC-4, SC-7, SI-4
T1021.003 AC-17, AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, SC-3, SC-7,

SI-4
T1499.003 AC-3,AC-4,SC-7,SC-4

T1036 AC-3, CM-2, SI-4, SI-7 T1499.004 AC-3, AC-4, SC-7, SI-4
T1040 AC-17, AC-18, AC-19, IA-2, IA-5, SC-4, SC-8, SI-4,

SI-7
T1505.002 AC-3, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, SI-4, SI-7

T1046 AC-4, CM-2, SC-7, SI-4, SI-4 T1528 AC-10, AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, IA-4, IA-5,
SI-4

T1048 AC-3, AC-4, CA-3, CM-2, SA-9, SC-7, SI-4 T1542.001 AC-3, CM-5, IA-2, RA-9, SI-7
T1055.004 SC-7,SC-4 T1543 AC-17,AC-3,CM-2,CM-5,IA-2,IA-4,SI-4,SI-7
T1071 AC-4, CM-2, SC-7, SI-4 T1546.008 SI-4, SI-7
T1071.004 AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, SC-7, SI-4 T1548 AC-3, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, SI-4, SI-7
T1087 SI-4 T1550.001 AC-17, AC-19, CM-2, IA-2, IA-4, SC-8, SI-4, SI-7
T1087.004 AC-3,AC-4,CM-5,IA-2,IA-5,SC-7,SI-4,SI-7 T1552 AC-17, AC-18, AC-19, AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, CM-5,

IA-2, IA-3, IA-4, IA-5, SC-4, SC-7, SI-4, SI-7
T1090 AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, SC-7, SC-8, SI-4 T1552.003 SI-4
T1098 AC-3, AC-4, CM-5, IA-2, SC-7, SI-4 T1552.005 AC-3, AC-5, IA-3, IA-4, SC-7, SI-4
T1098.001 AC-3, AC-4, CM-5, IA-2,IA-5, SC-7, SI-4, SI-7 T1553 CM-2, CM-5, RA-9, SI-4, SI-7
T1102.002 AC-4,CM-2,SC-7,SI-4 T1554 CM-2,SI-7
T1110 AC-3,CM-2,IA-2,IA-5,SI-4 T1556 AC-3, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, IA-5, SI-4, SI-7
T1110.002 AC-3, CM-2, IA-2, IA-4, IA-5, SI-4 T1556.001 AC-3, CM-5, IA-2, IA-5, SI-4, SI-7
T1110.004 AC-3, CM-2, IA-2, IA-5, SI-4 T1557 AC-17, AC-18, AC-19, AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, SC-4,

SC-7, SC-8, SI-4,SI-7
T1003.008 AC-3, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, IA-5, SI-4 T1557.002 AC-17,AC-18,AC-19, AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, SC-4, SC-7,

SC-8, SI-4, SI-7
T1119 AC-17, AC-18, AC-19, CM-2, CP-6, CP-7, CP-9,

SC-4, SI-4, SI-7
T1560 SC-7, SI-4

T1134 AC-3,CM-5, IA-2 T1562.004 AC-3, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, SI-4, SI-7
T1134.003 AC-3, CM-5, IA-2 T1563 AC-17, AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, IA-4, IA-6,

SC-7, SI-4
T1136 AC-3,AC-4,CM-5,IA-2,IA-5,SC-7,SI-4,SI-7 T1565 AC-17, AC-18, AC-19, AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, CP-6,

CP-7, CP-9, SC-4, SC-7, SI-4, SI-7
T1187 AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, SC-7, SI-4 T1565.001 AC-17, AC-18, AC-19, AC-3, CM-2, CP-6, CP-7,

CP-9, SC-4, SC-7, SI-4, SI-7
T1190 AC-3, AC-4, CA-2, CM-5, IA-2, SC-2, SC-3, SC-7,

SI-4, SI-7
T1565.003 AC-3, AC-4, CP-9, SC-4, SC-7, SI-4

T1195.003 CM-5,RA-9,SI-7 T1566 AC-4, CM-2, SC-7, SI-4
T1203 AC-4, SC-2, SC-3, SC-7, SI-4, SI-7 T1569 AC-3, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, SI-4, SI-7
T1204.002 AC-4, CM-2, SC-7, SI-4, SI-7 T1573 AC-4, CM-2, SC-7, SI-4
T1210 AC-3, AC-4, CA-2, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, SC-2, SC-3,

SC-7, SI-4, SI-5, SI-7
T1574 AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, SI-4, SI-7

T1211 AC-4, CM-2, SC-2, SC-3, SC-7, SI-4, SI-5, SI-7 T1574.005 AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, SI-4
T1212 AC-4, CM-2, SC-2, SC-3, SC-7, SI-4, SI-7 T1599.001 AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, IA-5, SC-7, SI-4,

SI-7
T1213 AC-17, AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, CM-5, IA-2, IA-4, SI-4,

SI-7
T1602 AC-17, AC-18, AC-19, AC-3, AC-4, CM-2, IA-3,

IA-4, SC-3, SC-4, SC-7, SC-8, SI-4, SI-7
T1485 AC-3, CM-2, CP-7, CP-9, SI-4, SI-4 T1546.009 SI-7, CM-2
T1486 AC-3, CM-2, CP-6, CP-7, CP-9, SI-4, SI-7
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